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sots drink at their cost. The evils thus produced are enormous. The loss of
time and bad habits and gross manners it engenders ruin thousands, who
might otherwise be respectable members of society.75
The practice was one sanctioned by long use and deeply rooted in
the customs of all classes. There is a tradition that the builders employed
on Westminster Abbey in Edward ffl's reign were paid at the Cock in
Tothill Street76 Vestries often met in public-houses. Coffee-houses,
taverns and inns were used as places of call and places for transacting
business by lawyers, physicians and merchants, though the custom
became less general as the century went on. Sir John Hawkins com-
ments on the reduction in the number of taverns; 'it is worthy of
remark/ he writes in 1787, *... how little these houses of entertainment
are now frequented and what a diminution in their number has been
experienced in London and Westminster in a period of about forty
years backward*.77
The transport system of the country depended upon inns and ale-
houses. The place of the modern railway station and receiving office
was taken by the inn yard. Riverside alehouses were the starting places
for the west country barges. The hundreds of coaches and wagons
which plied between London and provincial towns had their head-
quarters in inns. The carriers and carters who came to London from
the home counties had some public-house to which they regularly
resorted, and there the simple countryman was apt to get into bad
company. The numerous inns and alehouses which did this sort of
business collected a crowd of hangers-on and helpers whose reputation
was of the worst, many of whom were connected with the gangs of
thieves who specialized in depredations on passengers' luggage and
other goods. In 1818, when things had undoubtedly improved, The
London Guide says:
... most people come up to town by coaches and wagons, a few on foot, and
fewer still by water, therefore the inns at which the former put up are places of
special resort for thieves and cheats of a better sort. The litde public-houses
along shore are frequented by a very ordinary and more desperate set....
Nevertheless, owing to improvements in police, inn yards were then
'nothing like so much infested as they were twenty years ago'.78 In
1832 a great improvement in stage-coachmen is ascribed to the greater

